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ABSTRACT 
A special open ISRC meeting was held on 20 September 1982 to present a 

"comparative review and future perspectives of ISR physics". In this report 
we summarize some of the contributions, with special emphasis on some areas 
of physics where the ISR are unique and irreplaceable, and which are of fun
damental importance. We concentrate on physics with high-p™ jets, identified 
hadrons and single photons, and on heavy-flavour production. We believe that 
ISR experiments can make decisive experimental tests of quantum chromodynamics 
or any alternative theories of the strong interaction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This report does not attempt complete coverage of the presentations at the Open Inter

secting Storage Rings Committee (ISRC) Meeting. In particular, the following topics are 
only briefly summarized here. 

i) A comparison of multiparticle production (in the vast majority of pp collisions) with 
the hadronic system in e +e~ events and lepton-hadron events shows many close similari
ties1^ when leading particles (medium x protons at the ISR) are properly subtracted. 
The hadronization process (common to all reactions) appears to overwhelm any differ
ences one would expect from parton level physics, though such differences should be 
searched for. 

ii) The ISR are now well suited for resonance production studies and searches for new had
ronic states. For example, several experiments are under way to search for glueballs 
in the 2 to 5 GeV mass range in a sensitive way and in a variety of final states. 
Supersymmetric hadrons, should they exist, are expected to be produced abundantly in 
hadron collisions2-'; experiments at the ISR have the sensitivity to cover the most 
plausible mass range of 5 to 15 GeV, which cannot be covered by the fixed-target ex
periments. Experimental constraints at the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) collider 
favour searches there in the 15 to 30 GeV mass range. 

iii) Light-ion collisions (pd, dd, pa, aa) have in a very short time (for a particles, one 
week in 1980) provided a wealth of information3-' on particle production mechanisms. 
Signs of intriguing phenomena (e.g. a larger than expected enhancement in the high-pT 

ir° production spectrum)1^ need clarification. Completely new detector systems (e.g. 
the Axial Field Spectrometer) have the capability of searching for new effects (e.g. 
quark-gluon plasma formation?) in a future run. 

iv) The ISR can (and will) also be used with a single p beam and gas jet target for char-
monium production studies in a unique way. 
The other presentations are here reviewed in more detail. 

2. HIGH TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM JETS 
An important breakthrough in high-pT physics occurred this year, with very clear 

high-pT jets being observed with calorimeter triggers both at the ISR5-" and at the SPS 
collider6J. From the measured jet production cross-sections we know that the rates of jet 
events are high at both machines, with about 101* jets/day with p T exceeding ^ 12 GeV/c. We 
are already now able to study efficiently parton-parton scattering at very high Q 2 (between 
^ 100 and ^ 1000 GeV 2), which is where perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) should be 
applicable and testable. The striking collider results considerably enhance the physics 
importance of the ISR programme for two reasons: firstly, when results from both are com
bined one achieves a large energy range at fixed p T (or equivalently a large p T range at 
fixed Xp) which is essential for tests of the theory. Secondly, the SPS collider with its 
lower x~ range (0.05 < x_ < 0.2) can be considered as predominantly a gluon-gluon collider, 
while the ISR with its higher x T range (0.3 < x„ < 0.6) is predominantly a quark-quark col
lider. [Because the jet cross-section at fixed Xj falls approximately like (/s)~6, lumi
nosities exceeding 10 3 1 f cm - 2 s - 1 would be necessary at the collider to reach such x̂ , values 
with comparable statistics.] 
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The ISR have a new superb detector for high-pT jet physics — the Axial Field Spectro

meter (AFS) (experiments R807, R808) shown in Fig. 1. The azimuthal coverage of the calor

imeter has just recently (September 1982) been completed. It is a uranium/scintillator 

sandwich calorimeter for optimized energy resolution and nearly identical response to all 

particles. The energy resolution for hadrons is 30%/VË at 1 GeV and % 35V/Ë above 2 GeV, 

much better than non-uranium calorimeters which have typically 60V/Ë (for experiment UA2 

with containment cuts) to 80%//Ë (for experiment UAl). The read-out is arranged in "towers" 

to allow pattern recognition of jets, and longitudinal subdivision provides hadron/electron 

discrimination. The AFS calorimeter surrounds the cylindrical drift chamber in an axial 

magnetic field — the best form for p T measurement over all azimuth. For comparison experi

ment UAl has a dipole field and experiment UA2 has no magnetic field. 

As an example, we show in Fig. 2 the spectrum of "transverse energy deposit" E™ into 

one wall after cuts to avoid edge effects. The data were taken in- less than one day and 

reach E~ ̂  15 GeV, to be compared with ̂  7 GeV with a similar solid angle in an experiment 

(NA5) at the highest SPS energy7J. Inspection of the energy-deposition pattern in the 

trigger calorimeter towers shows for Ep $ 7 GeV a rather uniform distribution, while for 

E„ > 12 GeV most of the energy is contained in a small fraction of the area. This is made 

quantitative by a pattern-recognition procedure to form energy clusters E. and a quantity 

analogous to thrust, 
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Fig. 1 View of present configuration 
of the Axial Field Spectrometer in 
Intersection 8. (The Nal arrays and 
the muon detector are not shown.) 

Fig. 2 Distribution of total transverse energy I 
into one wall of the AFS calorimeter excluding 
edges; A((> = 69°, |y| < 0.9 with AŒ = 1.7 sr 
(resolution not unfolded). Also shown for com
parison is the result of an SPS experiment, NA5, 
with similar solid angle. 
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Fl'g. 3 Distribution of the thrust in the one wall of the 
calorimeter, for different E^ bands. The solid curves are the 
fits to a two-component model, the shaded area being the high-
p_ jet component (ISAJET). 
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where Ê is the unit vector sum of E-. A pencil-like "superjet" has T = 1.0, and-the mini

mum possible value in this solid angle is T = 0.7 resulting from two maximally separated 

particles. Uniform high-multiplicity events have <T> = 0.86 with a roughly Gaussian dis

tribution whose width decreases with increasing multiplicity. Experimental thrust distri

butions for different E T bands are shown in Fig. 3. The change in shape with E T is very 

clear; for E T < 6 GeV the data agree with a Monte Carlo calculation with no jet structure 

(solid line), while for E T > 12 GeV most of the events have T > 0.9 just as expected for a 

high-pT jet with additional soft beam fragments. The shaded area is predicted by a QCD-

Monte Carlo (ISAJET)8^, which uses Field-Feynman fragmentation tuned to fit e +e" data. The 

T-distributions of Fig. 3 are fitted to a sum of two components ("jet" and "high multipli

city non-jet") with the result that, for 12 < E T < 14 GeV, (76 ± 6)1 of the events are 

clear jets (i.e. look like the jets of an e +e" event at /I <v 25-30 GeV). Using a full Monte 

Carlo simulation of jet production and fragmentation superimposed on beam-fragment back

ground, with full detector simulation, a jet cross-section can be derived. This is shown 
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Fig. 4 Cross-section for inclusive jet produc
tion at y = 0, /s = 63 GeV, compared with theo
retical predictions and with TT production 

in Fig. 4 and compared with the IT0 production cross-section9J. The ratio of the two rises 
with p„, reaching a value of several thousand in the covered range. Such a large ratio for 
the jet:hadron cross-sections is well understood as a result of jet fragmentation. Most 
pions of, for example, 10 GeV come from jets of slightly higher p T , which have a very un
likely fragmentation to a high-z (z « p T/pi ~) pion. This is because the alternative of 
their coming from a more typical fragmentation of a much higher p T jet is rare, since the 
jet cross-section falls steeply with pw,. 

Track measurements of charged particles in the central drift chamber confirm the jet 
structure observed in the calorimeter. An example is shown in Fig. 5a (this event has 
T = 0.97 and 14 GeV in the trigger calorimeter). 

A first look at data taken with the full azimuth calorimeter trigger immediately sug
gests that the data will be rich in physics. With a threshold set to ̂  27 GeV total energy 
deposit (in 40° < 6 < 140°) the event rate is ̂  1 Hz. Some events are seen already on-line 
to have a classical two-jet structure, as in Fig. 5b. Others are perhaps even more interest
ing, as in Fig. 5c. 



a) 

b) 
AFS -EVENT DISPLAY- 7-0CT-82 

TRANSVERSE 
-&y—|—TTTI i [ i PnT_ 

E T > 276eV 

TOP VIEW 
Fig. 5 a) Momentum vectors of charged par
ticles in the transverse and side views, 
for an event with 14 GeV E T and T = 0.97 in 
the trigger calorimeter (above the collision 
point). Particles with 6 < 40° or 9 > 140° 
are not detected, b) On-line display of an 
event with E^ > 27 GeV in the full azimuth 
(transverse view and top view). c) Display 
after track fitting of another event trig
gered on E T (full azimuth). This was at 
/s = 53 GeV with the superconducting low-@ 
insertion operational. 
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Experiment R110 at the ISR also has a full azimuth calorimeter, but it detects only 

electromagnetic energy (lead-glass in part of the azimuth and lead-scintillator shower coun

ters over the rest). The pseudorapidity coverage varies between An = 1.2 and An = 2.0 de

pending on azimuth ij>. The EÏ, (neutral) spectrum at two ISR energies is shown10J in Fig. 6. 

If one assumes a form: 

1 do _ . ̂ -n j-r -, 
Ë^dïÇ-^T £ ^ 

the power n is approximately 6 (Xp = 2p„//i). The energy in the calorimeter can be formed 

into "clusters" close in 6 and <|>, and then one may ask what fraction of the total energy is 

in the two largest Ei. clusters. This fraction is found to rise with E£ from ̂  461 towards 

^ 801 as El increases from 10 to 28 GeV (see Fig. 7). An example of a high E° event is 

shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 6 Distribution of total neutral 
(electromagnetic) energy E T at two 
energies (experiment R110). The azi-
muthal coverage is complete; An varies 
with azimuth between ^1.2 and 2.0. 

"10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
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Fig. 7 Fraction of total E £ contained in the 
two largest clusters, as a function of Ê , 

Fig. 8 Deposition pattern in y,<j> of 
electromagnetic energy for an event 
with E T = 26 GeV at A = 63 GeV 
(experiment R110). The y range is 
-1.2 < y < 1.2, and <J> is shown in 
10° bins. 
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At the SPS collider very clear high-p~ jets are also seen in the events with the 
largest E„ in the central region6-'. Figure 9 shows the E™ spectrum from experiment UA2 
with -1 < n < 1 and A* = 300°. There are 28 events with E„ > 50 GeV and 10 with E T > 60 Gé 
The highest E~ event is shown in the (j>9 plane in Fig. 10, and is spectacular. As one looks 
at progressively lower E T events, the fraction with such clear topology decreases. Experi
ment UA1 also sees very similar events at the collider. 

»'-
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1 1 1 1 1 • • • 
o • 

• - • • 
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• EE 

i 1 i i > i 
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3 0 ° « K 3 3 0 o 

• • 
0 • • 

« I E 4* = 60° 

- • -

• t + t -

• w !IL ^ • 

• . . . , -h r , 
100 150 

IE, (GeV) 

Fig. 9 Total E T spectrum measured at the SPS pp col
lider (experiment UA2) at /s = 540 GeV. Two azimuth 
ranges are shown; |n| < 1. 

UA2 

ENERGY 1 
I SCALE 

10 GEV 

3 6°3ao5rffl8S 
PHI 1 2 0 ^ - ps^* 

Fig. 10 The highest E„ event of Fig. 9, showing the E T distribution in 8 and 
(experiment UA2) 
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Fig. 14 One estimate of the valence 
quark, gluon, and sea structure func
tions at three values of Q 2. Approxi
mate x T ranges of the ISR and collider 
are indicated. 

Fig. 13 The expected number of jets per day 
vs. p T , for (a) the ISR with /s = 63 GeV, L = 
= 2 x 1 0 3 1 cm - 2 s" 1, |y|jet K °-85 (b> t h e 

SPS collider with A = 540 GeV, L = 
= 1 0 2 8 cm - 2 s _ 1 , |n|jet < 1'0"» < c) PETRA at 
/s = 38 GeV, integrated luminosity = 500 nb ] 

all angles (number of e +e~ -»• hadron events) . 

Despite the similar rates at the ISR and the collider, the physical processes studied 
are different. This is exemplified in Fig. 14, which shows one11-* (of many) estimate(s) of 
the quark and gluon structure functions. Two back-to-back jets of the same p~ come from 
equal-x partons in the regions shown. Clearly the collider region should be dominated by 
gg scattering (one should also allow for the theoretical expectation that o ^ 4a at 
90°), while the ISR may well be dominated (p~ > 15 GeV) by qq scattering. Both need care
ful systematic study. 

As one example of a physics programme under way at the ISR, we may consider how to 
search for differences between q-jet and g-jet hadronization. Even if we cannot obtain a 
pure sample of q-jets or g-jets, there are many ways in which the relative mixture can be 
varied, and for most of them the ISR energy range is ideal. For example: 

i) Fix p T and 6 (45° say) of one jet (trigger) and study the recoil jet as a function of 
its polar angle. The collinear ("back-to-back") case should be richer in quarks than 
the same polar hemisphere configuration (more gluons). 

ii) Fix p T and 6 (90° say) and vary /i (i.e. scan in x). 
iii) In pp, trigger on ir° or on direct y at the same p~, and compare recoil jets. 
iv) Take direct y trigger in pp and in pp, and compare recoil jets (more q in pp, rela

tively more g in pp). 
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v) In pp, trigger on high-p- K" or p (enhances g-jet on trigger side), and compare with 
TT or K* triggers (enhances u-quark jet on trigger side). 
This will be discussed more fully in the next section. 
Of course the present ISR detectors are not ideal for everything that should be done 

with this machine. It is especially sad that the full angular distribution of qq scatter
ing will not be measured at Q 2 ^ 1000 GeV2 as reachable with jet triggers. Probably the 
best way to do this would be to rearrange the existing calorimeters of the AFS in a way 
sketched in Fig. IS, to cover nearly full 6, but giving up on full azimuth and on magnetic 
analysis (not essential for such a measurement with calorimetry). Meanwhile the Split Field 
Magnet (SFM) has complete 6-coverage and the experiments there using single high-p„ particle 
triggers complement very well the experiments with jet triggers, as discussed in the next 
section. 

Fig. 15 Example of a possible future ISR experiment to meas
ure the full angular distribution of qq scattering at Q 2 ^ 
^ 1000 GeV 2. The apparatus exists, in a different configura
tion, as the AFS. 

We complete this section with a list of topics of ISR "jet" physics, which must be 
studied before the ISR is closed: 

i) Measure the jet spectrum out to the highest accessible p T (beyond 20 GeV at /s = 
= 63 GeV) and its s-dependence (/I = 31, 44, 53, and 63 GeV). 

ii) Measure the jet cross-section in pp and compare with pp — one expects a higher 
cross-section from qq annihilation but only by a few per cent. A larger difference 
would be surprising. 

iii) Study the internal structure of jets in the range 10-20 GeV (the PETRA range): z 
distributions, q T distributions, <qT> vs. z, charge correlations, z correlations, 
etc. There are supposed to be two types of constituent — can we find two types 
of jet? 

iv) Study jet-jet polar angle correlations with the aim of measuring the parton-parton 
scattering cross-sections (vs. s, t, u ) . 

v) Study jet-jet imbalances in Pp and deviations from A<|> = 180°. This addresses ques
tions of parton transverse momenta (primordial and from hard-gluon radiation). 

vi) Study the effective mass distributions of jet pairs. Is there any structure? We 
should be able to exceed 40 GeV, the PETRA limit. 
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vii) Find if there are correlations (in internal structure) between two opposite jets. 
viii) Search for and study events with three or more high-pT jets. Analyse them in 

terms of variables describing event shapes. 
ix) Search for leptons in jets ... C-jets ... B-jets ... unexpected phenomena ... . 
x) Study jets opposite direct photons, and opposite dileptons of high p T. 
xi) Study jets with identified leading particles (next section). 

These are very topical and fundamental studies, which however cannot be done in just 
one year. 

3. PHYSICS WITH HIGH-pT SINGLE-PARTICLE TRIGGERS 
These studies preceded historically12) the jet-trigger experiments, but allow a wide 

variety of quantitative studies which are both clean and nicely complementary. Triggering 
on single high-pT hadrons picks out those jets which have fragmented in such a way that 
most of the momentum is carried by one particle, with high z[= p T/p T(jet)]. Already for 
p T ^ 3-4 GeV/c one is dominated by hard-scattering processes, wtih the trigger-jet direction 
rather well determined. The charge and flavour of the trigger hadron are strongly corre
lated with the parent parton (u, d, g or sea in pp collisions). Important quantitative 
information on quark and gluon fragmentation can be derived from the associated event 
structure. Furthermore the "spectator" jets contain valuable information on (usually well-
defined) diquark systems. All of these points bear directly on our quantitative understand
ing of QCD as a theory of strong interactions, at a time when experimental information is 
badly needed to test the new and fundamental ingredients of the theory. 

The observation that a high-p™ trigger particle is generally part of a jet is illus
trated in Fig. 16, which shows the distribution in rapidity and azimuth of associated (non-
trigger) particles with p„ > 1.5 GeV/c, relative to trigger particles with Pj > 4 GeV/c. 

T pMg^GeV/c 
pT

sec>1.5GeV/c 

Fig. 16 Distribution in azimuth and rapidity (relative to the 
trigger hadron) of associated particles with p^ > 1.5 GeV/c, 
the trigger having p > 4 GeV/c (SFM). 
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collisions 

However the trigger particle generally carries most of the jet momentum; the measured 

values of (z), where z = p . /p. ., are shown vs. x™ = 2p„//s in Fig. 17. Data at two 

energies suggest13' that <z) depends on x„ rather than p ^ A QCD calculation fits the data 

of Fig. 17 rather well and allows one to estimate how reliably the parent parton can be 

identified by assuming that a high-p™ ir+ comes from a fragmenting u quark and a ir" from a 

d quark. Note that this applies only to pp collisions which do not have û or 3 valence 

quarks. Figure 18 shows the result which, together with Fig. 17, implies that a IT+ of 

p T <v< 10 GeV/c at the ISR tags a u-quark jet with ̂  80°s reliability. Confirmation of these 

ideas comes from particle ratio measurements. Figure 19 shows the measured irVir" ratio vs. 

p„, compared with the same QCD-type model. From the rise to values of ̂  2 can be inferred 

that, at large p T , (a) we are in the region where valence quarks dominate over gluons and 

sea quarks, and (b) the high-pT hadron indeed has a memory of its parent parton. In addi

tion at p T ̂  9 GeV/c 901 of all negative particles are TT~. This is because we are in the 

valence-quark dominated region and YT and p cannot easily come from u or d quarks at high z. 

Most of the K~, p triggers appear to result from gluon jets. One piece of evidence to sup

port this is the observation13»11* ) that if another charged particle is found with high p T 

close to a trigger K~ it is nearly always of opposite charge, as shown in Fig. 20. These 
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Fig. 19 Measured TT+/TT- ratio vs. p T at 
6 ^ 50°, /s = 63 GeV, with QCD model 
calculation 

1.0 

Fig. 20 Charge ratio (same/opposite) for associ
ated particles close in angle to an identified 
high-p_, trigger particle, vs p/p trig 
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data together with theory imply that 701 of the trigger K~ are 
from g jets, and 751 of the trigger ir+ are from u-quark jets. 
Suppose that in this region qg scattering is dominant; then 
the recoil jet to a K" will tend to be q and the recoil jet to 
a IT will tend to be g. The away-side jet is indeed more posi
tive opposite a K~ than a ir+, as shown in Fig. 21. Another way 
of varying the relative mixture of q and g jets is to trigger 
on a TT+ O u-quark jet) at 9 ̂  45° and study the recoil jet 
when it is collinear ("back-to-back") or in the same polar 
hemisphere ("back-to-antiback" in the jargon). In the former 
case the recoil jet came from a high Feynman x parton (there
fore probably a quark) and in the latter case from low x 
(therefore probably a gluon). The behaviour of the charge 
ratio in the recoil jet matches this expectation beautifully, 
as shown in Fig. 22. 

These and similar investigations are teaching us not only about the hard-scattering 
processes but also about the identity of the parton parent using particle identification. 
It is worth remarking that much of the future LEP physics programme relies on such identi
fication, and the more we can learn now the better. Why can such studies not be done 
equally well at the SPS or the collider? One answer is given in Fig. 23, which shows the 
rates per day per steradian. At the SPS, rates become very marginal at high p~ (one cannot 
simply increase the number of interactions per second and retain a large solid-angle multi-
particle spectrometer). The collider is at very low x T, dominated by gluon jets and where 

Fig. 21 Charge ratio 
(+/-) in the opposite 
polar hemisphere to a 
higtiTPx» K~ or TT+, 
plotted vs. the frac
tional p^ balance Xg. 
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parton identification cannot be done reliably (see Figs. 17 and 18). Furthermore, at the 
collider a K~ does contain a valence quark in common with an incident hadron in contrast to 
pp collisions. Hadron identification at high p T may be very interesting at the collider, 
but is technically difficult and is not attempted by the present experiments. 

The ISR happen to be ideal in all respects for this work, but a great deal remains to 
be done. The phase-space coverage of single-particle inclusive measurements can and should 
be extended. We now have important reasons to study events with two (preferably identified) 
high-pT particles. The quark-quark scattering angular distributions can be measured, and 
information is now becoming available on the (vector) nature of the exchange force. Fig
ure 24 shows the rapidity distribution13) of a recoil high-pT particle, with the trigger at 
y ^ 1, p T > 4 GeV/c. These data fit vector-gluon exchange rather than a scalar exchange. 
Figure 25 shows ir0ir° angular distributions15-* for high-mass pairs with approximate p„ 
balance. In view of the fact that'high-p_, particles follow closely the jet directions, 
these distributions are very closely related to qq scattering distributions. An even more 
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favours a spin 1 exchange (SFM data). 
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ISR data the y/ir0 ratio seems to be p T-dependent rather than x~-dependent, but the question 

is still open (note the Fermilab data are with a carbon target). New results from the ISR 

(experiment R807) at forward angles 6 = 12°, /s = 62.3 GeV, are shown in Fig. 30; the small 

value of the ratio argues against a strong bremsstrahlung component. 

Having established the existence of direct photon production, the next step is to in

vestigate their origin by studying the associated events. The "trigger-side jet" enhance

ment seen for ir 0 ls (see Fig. 16) is absent for direct y's, as shown in Fig. 31; the y's 

are not part of a jet and bremsstrahlung must be small (< 3 0 % ) . The same feature is seen 2 0J 

in a different way by experiment R108 which finds the y/ir ratio larger when there are no 

close accompanying particles than when there are some, as shown in Fig. 32. The recoil jet 

is found to have a somewhat larger +/- ratio for y triggers than TT° triggers (see Fig. 3 3 ) , 

as expected for the Compton process, but the errors need reducing in future measurements. 

This is being done at the ISR (fixed-target experiments at the SPS and Fermilab say nothing 

yet about the event structure). 
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Fig. 34 A theoretical prediction of the mass spectrum of two direct 
photons, showing expected resonant structures 

Before leaving "the past", mention must be made of the observation by experiment R806 

of events with two direct photons back-to-back21-'. The expected magnitude from qq annihi

lation is similar to the Drell-Yan e +e~ production, so YY/TT'TT0 <\» 10~ 3 which is experimen

tally very challenging. For pi 1, pi 2 > 3 GeV/c, experiment R806 finds YY/e +e~ = 1.7 ± 1.0. 

These studies provide information on QCD diagrams that cannot be obtained cleanly in any 

other way. It has also been suggested that comparison of single-photon and diphoton pro

duction in pp collisions could provide the cleanest measurement of the strong coupling con

stant a . Not only must we measure the continuum well but also search for resonant bumps, 
e»g- n c -*- YY> T l u ^ Y Y ' See Fig. 34 for a theoretical prediction22-'. 

For single direct photon studies there are many outstanding questions. Is our under

standing of the origin correct, or could bremsstrahlung be faking the Compton diagram event 

structure? A very important, measurement is a comparison in pp and pp (at the ISR, given 

time and pp luminosity) or ïï~p and -n p (at the SPS and Fermilab). If our ideas are correct 

the cross-sections will be enhanced by the annihilation term in pp or TT~P, and with recoil

ing gluons the away-side charge ratio should be closer to 1.0. To the extent that annihi

lation dominates in pp we will have a good source of gluon jets to study. Furthermore in 

pp, where the quark-gluon scattering apparently dominates the production, the gluon struc

ture function can be extracted. 

What about the future experiments? At the ISR, experiment R108 has been upgraded to 

R110 and in addition to the previous conversion method can distinguish (and hence reject) 

n°'s by converting both y's in a 4 X, lead-glass array combined with a cathode strip read

out MWPC. R808 is a new experiment at the AFS with two arrays of 600 Nal crystals each, 

placed between the drift chambers and the uranium calorimeters. The very good energy and 

spatial resolution combined with low background in the direct y candidate events will permit 

direct photon studies in the 1 to 8 GeV/c transverse momentum range. Both these ISR experi

ments have two arrays of *> 1 sr each, and both will be doing yy physics. No SPS collider 

experiments have been designed to study direct y production; however, UA2 has installed a 

1.5 X, tungsten sheet preceding a cathode strip MWPC and can in principle use the conversion 

method. At the SPS (fixed target) there are four experiments in the build-up phase, demon

strating the widespread interest in this physics: 

I 
nc(2.98) 

pp-nx 
\fs=50GeV XI3.41M 

position of 

XI3.55) 

confinuum(ma=5MeV) 

contïnumfmQ=300MeV) 
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NAS Some data on tape, more expected in June 1983 
NA24 Testing, first data June 1982 
WA70 Installation in 1983 at fi, data in 1984? 
UA6 Gas jet, pp/pp comparison, data in 1984? 

and at Fermilab there is one: 
E706 Liquid-argon calorimeters, data in 1984. 

A comparison with ISR capabilities should be made. Hopefully UA2 will find a single 
photon signal which would provide an interesting extension of the /s range. They are not 
however likely to measure the /s dependence, and cannot compare pp with pp. The x- range 
is also so different that there is no direct competition (rather a complementarity) with 
the ISR. The main point of doing experiments at fixed-target machines is to compare results 
with different beam particles with the aim of isolating the annihilation term. The compari
son between IT and ir~ beams is not very effective as a difference of only 10-15% is expected, 
both pions containing valence antiquarks. Clearly the pp or pp production at the SPS fixed 
target and the ISR is of the greatest interest. The fixed-target SPS experiments have simi
lar solid angles and TT°/Y discrimination to the ISR experiments, so it is relevant to com
pare the instantaneous luminosity, available running time, magnitude of expected increase 
of y production in pp relative to pp in the p T range covered, and when the results will 
appear. Table 1 makes a comparison of some experiments. On this basis Fig. 35 shows the 
expected number of y events per experiment vs. p-, estimated to be rather comparable for 
experiments UA6 and R807/R808. However, the latter spectrometer (AFS) is by now well under
stood and the only apparatus at CERN in operation or proposed with the capability of analys
ing the complete event. This is considered to be the most promising avenue of direct-y 
studies and the privileged role of the ISR will be maintained as long as they run. 

Table 1 
Comparison of some pp •* direct Y experiments 

Experiment R807/R808, ISR NA3 UA6 
Luminosities : 

Design 9 x 10 2 9 

1 10 3 1 

Achieved 8 x 10 2 7 \ 2 x 10 7 ppp -
Assumed 4 x 10 2 8 J 10 3 0 

Running time Approx. 25 days to end 1983 80 days 100 days 

Typical pp/pp 1.0 to ̂  3 1 to ̂  2 1 to ̂  5 
in p T range 
Status Running Running Install. 1983 

Results 1983-84 1983-84 1985 
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Fig. 35 Estimated rates for direct photon production 
in pp collisions in three experiments, based on the 
assumptions in Table 1 

HEAVY-FLAVOUR PRODUCTION 

There are four basic methods for identifying heavy flavours. They are: 
i) Observation of decay vertices (strange particles and charm were both discovered this 

way in cosmic rays). 
ii) Observation of e or y from semileptonic decays of a cascade (single, double from a 

cascade or associated production, or a correlation between leptons and strange 
particles). 

iii) Observation of a single semileptonic decay. 
iv) Reconstruction of exclusive decay channels (fine in the limit of very good mass reso

lution, but combinatorial background is often very serious; some particle identifica
tion is necessary). 
So far, no experiment has used all four methods! At the ISR in particular only the 

last two are used and a special effort would be necessary to use the first two. Why should 
we search at the ISR? While the cosmic-ray experiments implied large cross-sections (of the 
order of millibarns), the early SPS and Fermilab experiments showed that the pp -*• D + X 
cross-sections were small (< 30 yb). Thus the question of energy dependence and production 
mechanisms is important and may reveal some surprising answers. The ISR is the only 
machine in this crucial energy range and purports to give answers (interesting ones!) to 
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Fig. 36 KpTT invariant mass distributions at /s = 63 GeV in high-
mass diffractive states (experiment R606) 

these questions. Some of the observed signals23^ are shown in Figs. 36-38. These come 
from what should be considered as an exploratory phase, in which one finds mass peaks in 
certain conditions and regions of phase space. Cross-section determination is fraught with 
dangers because one is using small parts of phase space, and applying complicated auxiliary 
conditions (A'B'C'D'E in Fig. 37!). Signal hunting involves an inevitable bias, always 
upward! The scientific method must be applied to lead to a second phase, which is now in 
progress, where experiments are statistically designed from the start. This will provide a 
well-understood statistical significance to the "phase I bumps" and will be partly (only) 
done in 1983. 
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Fig. 39 A compilation of results on the e/ir ratio at the ISR vs. p T. 
The curves show an estimate of the contributions from several known 
processes. The low-p_ data are not explained. 

On single-lepton production there are three new ISR results on e/ir this year! It 

seems that the early 16 result21*) showing a surprisingly large ratio at small pj, (see 

Fig. 39) is confirmed25) (those who doubted may apologize!). Figure 40 shows a very drama

tic rise in e/ir with energy as we go from the SPS/Fermilab range into the ISR range. What 

is going on? Strange-particle production is also strongly rising (Fig. 41). On the other 

hand the eu coincidence rate seems lower than would be compatible with high charm-production 
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cross-sections. These seeming inconsistencies should be probed — maybe another source of 

direct lepton has been discovered? We should also not forget the like-sign dileptons from 

v-interactions, which could be a related phenomenon. 

The investigation of heavy-flavour jets can now be pursued at the ISR with both the 

SFM and the AFS. The SEM will be partially reconfigured and equipped with calorimeters and 

Cerenkov counters in early 1983 for a dedicated, but rather short, run of 1000 h to study 

beauty production. 

The AFS is using parts of the now defunct 1 sr Cerenkov arm to provide u-identification 

in addition to the very powerful electron detection using the Nal-crystal walls and the 

uranium calorimeter. These lepton detectors have enough rejection power and granularity to 

detect both leptons from the b -*• c •*• s cascade among the heavy quark fragments. Results of 

a detailed simulation of the AFS performance are indicated in Table 2. These numbers indi

cate that the AFS could make a significant study of these flavour cascades in the 4-10 GeV/c 

transverse momentum range. One should also not overlook the physics interest of measuring 

with the same apparatus both muons and electrons. (Remember that the Œ R N Beam Dump experi

ments suggest that v /v f 1I) Furthermore, experimentation of this kind at the ISR will 
U e 

provide the needed guidance for analogous studies planned at LEP. 

Table 2 

Beauty jets: rates and background expected in the AFS 

P T range 

(GeV/c) 

% of b jets 
with identified 
electron and muon 

Background 
(Monte Carlo estimates of 

Dalitz conversion, punch-through, 
and decays) 

Rate/day 
(events with both 

leptons identified) 

7-8 

10-11 

0.2 

0.3 

negligible 

negligible 

^ 5 

* 0.1 
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PROTON-ANTIPROTON PHYSICS 

In April 1981 the first pp colliding beam run was held in the ISR, enabling many experi

ments to make comparisons with pp collisions at the same energy, with identical apparatus. 

The pp luminosity achieved has continuously improved to^lO 2 7 cm"2 s - 1 and one may hope that 

in the one period planned for pp in 1983 an integrated luminosity^ 10 3 5 cm - 2 will be achieved. 

This will enable a start to be made on some of the important issues mentioned later, although 

a great deal has already been learnt concerning reactions with large cross-sections. 

The anticipated high-energy pp programme at the ISR was much discussed during the 1977 

Workshop26-'. It has three main aspects: 

i) To study the expected convergence of dominant features through an energy range where 

expected differences are still measurable. 

ii) To study the very sizeable difference expected for some rare processes (prompt photons 

at large p T , large-mass lepton pairs, etc.) where the role of quark-antiquark annihi

lation is important, with, as a result, much larger cross-sections in the pp case. 

iii) While comparing pp and pp processes, to return to some still poorly studied hadronic 

effects which could not be analysed in the past because of the lack of suitable detec

tors. The study of correlations among heavy particles is an example. 

There is also a "low-energy" pp programme with a gas jet target and a coasting p beam 

of a few GeV/c. Charmonium states should be studied through their formation in the pp 

channel and lepton and photon decay modes. 

The interest raised by pp studies at the ISR has prompted many experiments as evidenced 

by Table 3 which lists them. Those marked with a * are dedicated pp experiments. Some of 

Table 3 

1981/82 physics programme: pp/pp comparison experiments at the ISR 

R110 
Solenoid 

CERN-0XF0RD-ROCKEFELLER 

ir°, y , e* a t wide ang les , a ssoc ia ted secondaries 

R210* CERN-NAPLES-PISA-STONY BROOK 

" t o t . Del. In s physics 

R211* L0UVA1N-N0RTHWESTERN 

" t o t . ° e l (small | t | ) , P> 

R419 
(SFM) 

ŒRN-HEIDELBERG-WARSAW 

Charm production 

R420* 
(SFM) 

AMES-BOLOGNA-ŒRN-HEIDELBERG-WARSAW 

In s physics in pp 

R421* 
(SFM) 

BOLOGNA-CERN-FRASCATI-RDME-TURIN 

pp and pp i n t e r a c t i o n s 

R508 CERN - CLERMONT-FERRAND - SACLAY - UCLA 

Large-x hadron physics 

703/T* BONN-BRUSSELS-CAMBRIDGE-CERN-STOCKHOLM 

pp study with a streamer chamber 

R807 
(AFS) 

BRœKHAVEN-aWRILXŒ-ŒRN-œPETOttŒN-LuTra-PF^^ AVIV-QMC 

Large-pp phenomena 

R808 
(AFS) 

ATHENS-BONN-BRCOKHAVEN-CERN-NDSCOW-NCiVOSIBIRSK 

Direct photon production 
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them could get a quick start and, over the past year, several international symposia have 
dedicated much time to the detailed review of available results (20th Int. Conf. on High 
Energy Physics, Madison, 1980, and 15th International Symposium on Multiparticle Dynamics, 
Volendam, June 1982, for instance). 

So far one can only present results27-' associated with point (i). One has indeed to 
wait for the 1983 run to continue with the anticipated programme. These results are al
ready very interesting in so far as they test quite well the expected global convergence 
between pp and pp cross-sections. It should be stressed that such an expected convergence 
results from prejudices and not from actual theoretical constraints. For instance, while 
the Pomeranchuk theorem states that if the total cross-section for pp scattering rises 
asymptotically then the ratio between the pp and pp total cross-sections tends towards 
unity, it still allows for an increasing difference between the two cross-sections with 
increasing energy, and models (introducing "odderons" i.e. asymptotic terms which are odd 
under crossing) have been developed along such lines. 

At present from the results on total cross-sections, Figs. 42 and 43, and the results 
on p (the ratio between the real and the imaginary part of the forward elastic amplitude), 
Fig. 44, one may conclude that odderons are absent at the per cent level. The behaviour 
of the cross-section follows prejudices based on a simple Regge approach. This is very 
important when predicting the total cross-section at collider energy. Indeed the relation 
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Fig. 42 Total cross-section measurements for pp 
(open points and crosses) and pp (closed points) 

Fig. 44 The value of p, the ratio of the real to 
imaginary parts of the forward scattering amplitude, 
vs. /s. Note the new pp measurements from the ISR. 
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between cross-sections measured at such different energies is more interesting than each 
actual value. In connection with that, one may note the discrepancy between the recent 
results on the pp cross-section and those considered as well established.' It is important 
to settle this issue since it amounts to a difference of the order of 5 mb when extrapolated 
to collider energy. 

In 1983 one should be able to study elastic scattering over a large |t| range, extend
ing well beyond the dip in pp scattering. Figure 45 shows the range reached for a particu
lar luminosity. At present pp results extend only up to 0.7 (GeV/c) 2. This shows already 
the expected crossover associated with the still sizeable difference in cross-section, as 
displayed in Fig. 46. 

Results on inclusive production are also available. The global features of particle 
production in pp collisions are found to be very similar to those already well known for pp 
collisions. There is, however, a slight excess in the central region in pp collisions, 
which one can tentatively associate with annihilation (at the 2 per cent level). It is 
compatible again with Regge behaviour and excludes some models predicting much larger values 
in pp collisions. We merely mention here one interesting feature worth further studies. 
Figure 47 shows a difference between the measured charged-charged correlation function R 2 

in pp and pp collisions. Rather striking is the short range over which the excess manifests 
itself. The further study of such differences is of great interest as it should shed light 
on annihilation processes at very high energy. 

Experiment R608, which has a multiparticle forward spectrometer, is in the process of 
studying some very interesting effects of qq annihilation. From simple valence quark count
ing, uii annihilation (by the strong interaction) should happen four times more often than dd 
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Fig. 47 The correlation R2(rii,ri2) between charged 
particles in pp and pp collisions at the ISR at 
/s = 31 GeV. The difference observed at small 
rapidity differences decreases with energy. 

annihilation. Leading diquarks in such events will then be predominantly ud, in both frag
mentation regions. This results in an observed enhancement of the forward A°:A + + ratio, and 
should lead to strong correlations between the fragmentation regions (for example A°A° cor
relations) . These results are being reported elsewhere. 

The small, but sizeable, differences found with inclusive distributions are also found 
with multiplicity distributions. Everything seems compatible with some excess of particles 
in the relatively rare annihilation process (y 2%) but no definite conclusion can be drawn 
yet. 

For the future it is of great interest to search for the very sizeable differences ex
pected in some hard processes featuring valence quarks through annihilation terms. This is 
particularly the case for prompt photons and large-mass lepton pair production. For prompt 
photons with p„ = 6 to 7 GeV/c, which one should be able to study with an integrated lumi
nosity of 10 3 5 cm - 2, yields in pp- and pp-induced reactions should be in a ratio of 2, in
creasing with p . The same applies for lepton pairs of 6 GeV, which could be studied under 
the same conditions, with ̂  400 J/TJJ (although only ̂  1 TI) also seen with the integrated 
luminosity assumed. 

At present large-pT hadron yields could be measured only up to 4 GeV. No difference 
was found. One expects actually very little difference in view of the fact that the quark 
annihilation process contributes only a small fraction (at the per cent level) of the large-
p_ yield. With an integrated luminosity of 10 3 5 cm - 2, the inclusive yield should be studied 
up to 9 GeV. 

Concluding, one may say that the first exploratory runs have already contributed very 
interesting results. They have eliminated models departing from the assumed Regge behaviour 
(a prejudice!). They have also demonstrated that one can now hope for a luminosity of the 
order of 10 2 9 cm - 2 s - 1 in the superconducting low-3 insertion. This should allow for a 
very fruitful study of effects associated with valence quarks (antiquarks) and thus contri
bute much to the knowledge of the proton structure. Good pp physics at the ISR is thus 
about to start. 
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7. IMPRESSIONS OF AN UNBIASED THEORIST 
Many theoretical physicists in Europe and elsewhere have kept a very strong interest 

in research at the ISR over the past decade and have in many ways influenced the research 
programme. One remembers in particular the brilliant address on QCD which M. Gell-Mann gave 
during the 1977 ISR Workshop. During the present survey of physics at the ISR it was deemed 
very important to hear the point of view of a theorist who has not been closely associated 
with research at the ISR in the past and who could thus discuss topical questions better in 
a general perspective. The talk given by H. Fritzsch was also centred on QCD. 

Quantum chromodynamics is at present the most promising contender for a theory of 
strong interactions. The elegance and simplicity of its Lagrangian: 

£ = -(1/4) G y v G y V + q[i Y
yD y-mJq (1) 

conceals the imposing difficulties which one meets when one tries to establish contact with 
experiment. The small-distance behaviour is easy for theorists who can progress with per
turbation theory, but is difficult for experimentalists who have to isolate rare processes. 
The large-distance behaviour, about which a wealth of experimental data can be easily 
gathered, is on the other hand, hard for theorists who are still struggling to understand 
confinement mechanisms. 

At present, a close interplay between experimental results and theoretical analysis is 
essential. Predictions based on QCD have not yet suffered any setback. However, compelling 
tests of QCD, which would distinguish between the proper theory and the sets of rules of 
the quark-parton approach (which it justifies), cannot be advanced in any unambiguous way. 
Neither can the value of the coupling constant and its "running" character yet be properly 
ascertained. There are many questions such as those related to the dynamical role of colour 
and the universality of the gauge coupling, the relative role of quarks and gluons in had-
ron structure, and special features associated with heavy quarks. Some rapid progress can 
however be envisaged. In such a framework the ISR appear to be "The QCD Machine". 

We have just seen the first compelling evidence for hadronic jets, with global proper
ties as expected from the hard scattering of quarks and gluons. This evidence came both 
from the ISR and the collider. It is clear that further studies should disentangle the 
respective role of quarks and gluons, and in particular the effect of the triple gluon 
coupling proper to QCD. In that respect it is important to stress the complementary roles 
of the ISR and of the collider. The variable Xp = 2p T//i, where p T is the observed trans
verse momentum and /i the centre-of-mass energy, is very relevant. While the ISR explore 
an x™ range where valence quarks play an important role, the collider will be limited by 
rate to low-x™ values, where gluon effects are expected to be overwhelming. 

It took a decade of detector improvements at the ISR to go from the first evidence for 
anomalously high yields at large p T in 1972 to the clear jet signals of 1982. The fact 
that findings are globally in agreement with expectations is a strong encouragement to con
tinue with a detailed study of jet production, separating out different contributions. 

One should not forget that considering configurations with large transverse energy it 
takes a very high threshold before jet events dominate among others which have the complexity 
usually associated with typically strong processes. Now the signal is clearly recognizable 
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from the background it is perfectly legitimate to trigger in same specific way, sorting out 
jets of different kinds (K~ or n triggers for gluon jets for instance) to measure their 
relative weights and also to measure at which level higher twist effects (with production 
of a single ir "jet" for instance) are present. The sophisticated detectors at the ISR will 
yield precious information for eventual comparison with collider results. 

Needless to say a better understanding of the previously mentioned "background" and, 
more generally, the comparison between hard lepton-induced and hadronic processes would 
also be very interesting. 

The question of prompt photons is worth a special mention in connection with QCD 
studies. Their discovery with a y/ir ratio of order one at large p T was already very impor
tant. The subject was born at the ISR and almost all available information at present comes 
from ISR experiments. Much remains to be done sorting out the different basic processes 
(Compton scattering, annihilation, and others) through correlation measurements and through 
a comparison between pp- and pp-induced processes. 

Leaving now hard processes which can be analysed perturbatively in the framework of 
QCD, we turn to a very different facet of QCD studies, namely the expectation of gluonic 
matter. 

One may try to abstract away quarks by considering the purely gluonic part of the QCD 
Lagrangian (1). This should lead to a spectrum of gluonic mesons as opposed to the con
tinuum photon spectrum of QED. Why is it then that the real world seems to be dominated 
by quark structures? One should look for glue mesons. Some candidates have been mentioned 
(the 1440 i and the 1640 G) but much work is still needed before the evidence is compelling. 
We have seen how some of the ISR detectors are now able to carry hadron spectroscopy 
analysis in a way comparable with bubble chambers two decades ago. This can however now be 
done with emphasis on very specific processes if need be and with, "abstracting away" 
quarks, experimental conditions where 16 GeV of glue matter (on the average) collide head 
on from each side. 

We now turn to a different topic where the ISR are presently contributing much, namely 
the excitation of heavy flavours. Discussing heavy flavours one meets QCD effects in many 
ways, mostly complicated ones at present. The gluon structure of hadrons now appears to be 
important in weak-decay processes where dominantly a c quark is changed into an s quark. 
The simple perturbative mechanisms which can be considered for heavy-flavour formation turn 
out to give too low yields, by typically one order of magnitude, when compared to the meas
ured cross-sections. They also favoured a central production which does not correspond to 
the important yields reported in the fragmentation region. Other more complicated mecha
nisms can however be considered with perturbative QCD actually questionable as m V s vanishes, 

It is extremely important to settle the question of heavy-flavour (charm and beauty) 
excitation at the ISR. Recently measured e/ir ratios do not contradict the relatively large 
cross-sections reported at the ISR. The production cross-section for associated A D pro
duction could be of the order of 200 ub. There is no reason why, beyond threshold effects, 
the production cross-sections should not scale according to a (m*)/m*. The "asymptotic" 
20 ub for associated beauty (AjB) production at the collider could then correspond to about 
2 yb at the ISR (still ̂  50 events per second). The associated production for top (with 
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m - 20 GeV) is probably left for the collider with a cross-section at the level of 1 ub. 
With respect to charm and beauty, a comparison of ISR and collider results is very impor
tant. While the cross-section for beauty at the ISR may sound low, the versatile detectors 
should allow one to select promising channels. One may for instance argue that the weak 
decay of a b quark into a c quark should result in a branching ratio at the 1% level for 
J/ip production with an associated strange particle 

b—^r c^ 5 

With a 5 yb cross-section for global beauty excitation at the ISR, one could then expect 
0.1 yb for J/IJJ production through b decay alone, while the known inclusive value is about 
twice that! The detailed study of J/IJJ production could thus be found to be far more inter2 

esting than has been considered so far. The ISR can contribute much in that respect. 
The comparison between pp and pp processes carried out at the low luminosity (larger 

cross-section) level accessible so far has been reviewed. As the luminosity increases, it 
is very important to compare prompt photon production. In particular, it would be very 
instructive to compare annihilation processes into two gluons (jet-jet) and into a gluon 
and a photon (prompt photon and jet). One expects the cross-sections for J/\p production to 
be similar in pp- and pp-induced reactions, while the production cross-section for T should 
be much higher in pp collisions at ISR energy and thus could be measurable, despite the low 
luminosity. This remains to be checked! 

À challenging topic in QCD is the possible existence of a new phase of matter, the 
quark-gluon plasma. While QCD should lead to colour confinement under standard conditions, 
quarks should no longer be confined into individualized hadrons at high enough density and/ 
or temperature. The temperatures considered are typically in excess of 0.2 GeV. Such 
conditions could be reached in head-on heavy-ion collisions provided that the centre-of-
mass energy be in excess of 10 GeV/nucleon. 

The ISR could make a valuable contribution in this field. A very successful run already 
took place with a's. While a 1s may be too small ions to provide the required conditions, 
the large mean multiplicity reported in the central region and the large yields (in excess 
of 16 times those found in pp collisions) reported at large p„ are prerequisites for the 
formation of such a plasma in heavy-ion collisions, with associated large yields for photons 
and strange particles. It is a pity that no more a running is scheduled for the ISR. 

Concluding, H. Fritzsch stressed again how rich QCD appears at present in its bearing 
on a wide variety of phenomena and that the energy range covered by the ISR is particularly 
favourable. Comparisons between pp and pp interactions at ISR energy and between pp inter
actions at ISR and collider energy are both very interesting. He also stressed that while 
recent e +e" colliding beam machines appear to have yielded most of their prominent results 
at an early stage of exploitation, new and important physics results have kept coming from 
ISR experiments at a sustained rate with time and in particular increasing recently. 

We are confronted with the closure of a unique research facility at the height of its 
most productive phase. H. Fritzsch reminded the audience of the richness of the Testament 
Mathématique of Evariste Galois, written during the night which just preceded his untimely 
death in a duel. How much more mankind would have learned from Galois ' fertile mind if he 
had been given another night. "Let's give a second night to the ISR" was his conclusion. 
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APPENDIX 

IMPRESSIONS OF A VISITING PHYSICIST 

James W. Cronin 

Today we have heard descriptions of the programs at the ISR, presented by an enthusias
tic group of physicists. Within the present projected lifetime of the ISR it is clearly 
impossible to complete all the work contemplated. 

What is distinctive about this planned shutdown is the striking uniqueness and flexi
bility of the machine in question. We have shut down a number of machines in the United 
States, but always we had exhausted the physics, or had other facilities on which to con
tinue the work. We have continuously contracted but have tried to keep some degree of 
flexibility. 

Just consider what you have in the ISR. You have two independent rings, each of which 
can hold tens of amperes of particles for days at a time. Short of the CERN collider, it 
has the highest collision energy available. It has eight interaction regions. Its flexi
bility has been demonstrated. In addition to the pp collisions, you have had aa collisions 
and even pp collisions. The machine exemplifies the accelerator builder's craft in its 
highest form. Figure A.l illustrates this point quite well. In the figure one sees a plot 
of the stored p current in the machine as a function of time in a run in October 1981. The 
precious antiprotons were maintained with less than 101 loss for 14 days! 

Vertical aperture limited by Roman pots close to beam 
for data taking 

I I Days 
' l i t 1 i . — i 1 i i i 1 i i 1 • i * i 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Fig. A.l The history of the antiproton beam during a pp run 
at /s = 53 GeV. During parts of the run the loss rate was_so 
small that a new lower limit of 1500 hours was set on the p 
lifetime. 
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Fig. A.2 a) Differential cross-section for pp elastic scattering at /s = 52.8 GeV, into 
the Coulomb region, b) As (a) but for pp collisions. 
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The number of interesting physics problems and the passion with which they are being 
pursued should be evident to you. The previous speaker has eloquently presented the ISR 
program in terms of QCD. As an experimentalist, let me suggest what I would emphasize if 
indeed the lifetime of the ISR is so severely limited. 

Firstly, having some years ago worked in dimuon production, I would love to see a com
parison of dilepton production in pp and pp collisions. Perhaps the pp luminosity is too 
low. More generally, one should try to look for differences between pp and pp interactions. 
The experimental conditions for the observations of these differences are good, since the 
detectors are the same for both pp and pp. 

Additional runs comparing pp and pp elastic scattering should be carried out at 
several energies. It will be difficult to obtain data of such quality with any other de
vice. Figure A.2a shows the quality of data obtained with the pp collisions. Figure A.2b 
shows the present quality in pp; these data could be considerably improved. It seems to 
me that we should know what the nature of the simplest hadronic interactions is. 

The study of direct photon production so far has only been significant at the ISR. 
These studies should continue. Again the comparisons between pp and pp will give more in
sight into the nature of the process. 

The old problem of the production of single leptons has been raised again. Figure 40 
shows a recent compilation of single-lepton/pion ratios at low p™. The rising yield seems 
evident; what is its source? Existing apparatus at the ISR can be used to investigate 
this phenomenon. 

Now it seems that jets can be shown to exist at the ISR. Even a skeptic must admit 
that their existence is more than "in the eye of the beholder". The appearance of the jets 
is a direct result of improved instrumentation. Comparison of the nature of jets, and their 
production characteristics, between the ISR and collider should be more revealing than the 
study at each machine alone. 

Strange results have been presented concerning the production of particles at high p™ 
in aa collisions. These should be repeated and refined. As in the past the interpretation 
of these results will be difficult, but the experimental situation should be made clear. 

Finally, there is an innovative proposal to look at charmonium states in low-energy pp 
collisions with a gas jet. This seems to me a very difficult experiment, but if it is 
successful, it will be worth the effort. It does demonstrate, by the way, another aspect 
of the flexibility of the ISR. 

It will be difficult to achieve the goals of my own personal list of experiments given 
above in the remaining life of the ISR, let alone the goals and priorities of others. In 
conclusion, I hope that scientific considerations have been given proper weight in this 
very difficult decision to cease operation of the ISR. 

I would like to thank Professor G. Bellettini for the opportunity to participate in 
this ISRC Meeting. 


